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1. Dynamical trajectories. Kasner in his Princeton Colloquium Lec-

turesO) studied the geometry of the dynamical trajectories in the plane and

in space. In the plane, a completely characteristic set of five properties were

obtained; and in space, a completely characteristic set of four properties were

given.

Consider the motion of a particle of unit mass in space under the action

of any positional field of force. The general equations of motion are

(1) d^dfi = «>(*, y, z),  d*y/dfi = i(x, y, z),  dh/dt* = x(«, y, z),

where (<p, x) are the rectangular components of the force acting at any

point (x, y, z).

The total number of trajectories for all initial conditions is oo5. By elimi-

nating the time t from the equations (1), it is found that the dynamical

trajectories of a positional field of force in space are given by the °oe integral

curves which are the complete solutions of the Monge equation of second

order(2)

y — z'<b

(2) Z" = f-jV,

solved together with the Monge equation of third order

,„    [(*. + yV« + *'*.) - /(*. +     + z't,)] n      34> lft(3) y»>- -y» _ - ym
$ - y'<p ^ - y'tj,

2. The curvature trajectories. We begin with any system of oo* curves-

(not all straight lines). Any such system of °o4 curves may be given as the

complete solutions of the simultaneous pair of Monge equations of second

order

(4) y" = e",   z" = eFK,
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(') Kasner, Differential-geometric aspects of dynamics, Amer. Math. Soc. Colloquium Publi-

cations, vol. 3, 1913, 1934. Also see a series of papers in Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vols. 7-11

(1906-1910).
(*) Throughout this paper, primes denote total differentiation with respect to *, whereas

the subscripts x, y, z, y', z', denote partial differentiation with respect to each of the five

variables.
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where F and K are functions of x, y, z, y' and z'. (The differential equations

of oo4 curves, not all straight lines, may always be written in these forms by

appropriately interchanging y and z.) A curvature trajectory of this family is a

curve which is drawn so that at each point it has the same osculating plane

as, and also c times the curvature of, the member of the family to which it is

tangent at that point, c remaining constant along the trajectory. For a given

value of c there will be a set of oo * curvature trajectories, one in each direction

through each point. By varying c, there result oo1 such sets. Hence a given

quadruply-infinite family (4) generates a quintuply-infinite family of curva-

ture trajectories, which are defined by the pair of simultaneous differential

equations

(5) z" m Ky",      y'" = (F. + y'Fv + z'Fz)y" + (F„. 4- KF*)y"\

Kasner has discussed the innate projective character of dynamical families

in the Princeton Colloquium. The concept of curvature trajectories is also

projective. This is an immediate consequence of Mehmke's theorem, which

states that if two curves are tangent at a point, the ratio of the curvatures is a

projective invariant. This theorem demonstrates that the entire process of

construction of curvature trajectories has projective meaning.

3. The three-dimensional type (G). Now it is observed that the oo6 dy-

namical trajectories defined by (2) and (3) and the curvature trajectories

defined by (5) are all special cases of systems of oo6 curves of the three-dimen-

sional type (G) given by differential equations of the forms

z" = K(x, y, z, /, z')y",

y'" = G(x, y, z, y\ z')y" + H(x, y, z, y', z')y"K

Kasner has shown that such systems of =o6 curves of the three-dimensional

type (G) are characterized geometrically by the following two properties(').

Property I. The oo1 curves which pass through a given lineal element E

all have the same osculating plane.

Property II. If the osculating spheres are constructed at the lineal ele-

ment E to the oo1 curves passing through E, the centers describe a straight

line.

4. The statement of the problem. This common resemblance between dy-

namical and curvature trajectories suggests the problem of determining all

quintuply-infinite systems of curves in space which are at once dynamical and

curvature trajectories.

Kasner has completely solved this problem in the plane. The appropriate

(3) See Kasner and DeCicco, Generalized dynamical trajectories in space, Bull. Amer. Math.

Soc. abstract 49-3-120; Duke Math. J. vol. 10 (1943) pp. 733-742. Also see DeCicco, Extension

of certain dynamical theorems of Halphen and Kasner, Bull. Amer. Math. Sbc. vol. 49 (1943).
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families in the plane are exactly the trajectories of all central or parallel fields

of force(4).

It is our purpose to consider the above problem in space. We shall prove

the following result.

Fundamental Theorem. The systems of oo6 curves which are simultane-

ously dynamical and curvature trajectories are the dynamical trajectories of the

following three distinct types of fields of force:

(I) . Those whose lines of force all lie in a pencil of planes.

(II) . Those whose lines of force are orthogonal to a family of »2 circular

helices, all of which possess the same axis and the same period.

(III) . Those of the central or parallel type.

Thus the answer in space contains more types than in the plane. We note

that each of these types is projectively invariant.

5. The beginning of the proof of our Fundamental Theorem. We proceed

with the proof. First let a and ß be functions of (x, y, z) defined by

(6) a = ffa,      ß = xU-

Thus (1, a, ß) are the direction numbers of the line of force of the force acting

at the point (x, y, z). Therefore the differential equations (2) and (3) defining

the oo6 dynamical trajectories may be written as

0-V ,.
3    -- y

(7)

y  = -;-+- /-7 y 2-
La— y 4> J        a — y

For the trajectories of (5) and (7) to be at once dynamical and also curva-

ture, it is seen that we must have

ß - if 3
K =-;     Fv> -f- KFZ' =-•

(8) a~y>

Fx + yFv + z,Fi = «• + y'a» + z'a' + ** + s+* + z'+< .

a — y' <j>

By the first two of the preceding equations, it is seen that the most gen-

eral form of F is

(9) F = 3 log (a - yO + log «p + 2 log G(x, y, z, K),

where GAO.

(*) Kasner, Dynamical trajectories and curvature trajectories, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 44

(1934) pp. 449-455. Also Comenetz, Amer. J. Math. (1935). DeCicco, Dynamical trajectories of

the curvature type, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sei. U. S. A. vol. 29 (1943) pp. 268-270.
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Substituting this into the last of equations (8), we find

(10) a*+y-a» + za' + JL [(Gi + yGv + z,Gi) + Gr{Kx + yKv + z,Ki)] „ o.
a — y G

Next eliminating the partial derivatives of K from the above equation by

means of the first of equations (8), we find that the preceding equation be-

comes

(« - y')(Gx + y'Gv + «*<?,) + G(ax + y'av + z'ax)

+ GK [(ßx + y'ßy + z%) - K(ax + y'ay + z'a,) ] = 0.

Now upon eliminating z' from this equation and the first of equations (8),

we find

(« ~ y')[{Gx +(ß- Ka)G,} + y'{Gy + KG.} ]

(12) +G[{ax+ (3- Ka)a.\ + y' {av + Ka,) ]

+ GK[{(ß, ~ Kax) + 03- Ka)(ß, - Ka,)}

+ y' {(ßv - Kav) + K(ß, - Ka.)} ] = 0.

This is an identity in y'. We obtain the equations

Gy + KG, = 0,

(13) G(av + Kaz) + GK[(ßv + Kßt) - K(av + tfa,)] = Gx + (3 - .rTa)G„

G(a, + aa„ + ßaz) + G*[(p\ + a0v + ßß,) - K(ax + aa„ + j3a,)] = 0.

These are the equations that we must solve for G(x, y, z, K), a(x, y, z) and

ß(x, y, z).

Now we shall change the independent variable z to the new independent

variable u by the substitution

(14) z = u+ Ky.

Therefore G, a, ß all become functions of (x, y, u, K) satisfying the simultane-

ous partial differential equations

Gy = 0,      aK = yaa,      ßK = yß«,

Gay + GK(ßy - Kay) =GX + GU[(/3 - Ka) + y(ßy - Ka,)],

[ax + aav + (ß - Ka)au] [G - K(GK ~ yGu) ]

+ [3x + aßy + (ß - Ka)ß„] [GK - yGu] = 0.

The second and third equations are the conditions that a and ß be independ-

ent of K when the variable u is changed back to z by means of (14).

It must be emphasized that by means of the transformation (14), the inde-

pendent variables (x, y, z, K) have been changed to a new set of independent

variables (x, y, u, K), and therefore the partial derivatives appearing in equa-
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tions (15) are entirely different from the similar ones appearing in equations

(13).
Thus we have G = G(x, u, K) only. Integrating the fourth of the pre-

ceding equations with respect to y and rearranging the terms, we find

(16) (GK - yGu)ß = a[— G 4- K(GK - yG„)] + [yGx + E(x, u, K)].

6. Case 1. Gr— yG« = 0. We discuss the case where the coefficient of ß in

the preceding equation is identically zero. Thence G = G(x) only and we have

from the above equation that

(17) a = (l/G)(yG, 4- E).

Substituting this into the condition ax = yocu, we discover that H is a func-

tion of x only; so that in the above G = G{x) and H=H{x).

Finally substituting the above into the last of equations (15), we find that

yGxx+Hx = 0. Hence a is of the form

(18) a = (a0y + c0)/(atx + 60),

where (a0, o0, Co) are constants.

If a0 = 0, the lines of force lie in a pencil of parallel planes, all of which are

parallel to the z-axis. If a<>A0, the lines of force lie in a pencil of planes with

axis x = —bo/cio, y= —Co/ao, which is parallel to the z-axis. Thus Case 1 be-

longs to the Type (I) of our Fundamental Theorem.

7. The case where Gk— yGuy*0. Henceforth we may assume that G is not

a function of x alone. Then we can solve (16) for ß obtaining

r    — G 1     yGx + E
(19) -7r+K\ +

yGu       J    Gk — yGu

Substituting this into the equations ßK = yßu and ajr=yau, we find

G(ysG„» - 2yGuK + Gxx)a

(20)    = y'iGzGw - G„Gx«) + y'fGzG«. + CG** - IGjG^k - GUEU + EGUU)

+ yiGxGKK - GkGxK + GKEU + GuEK - 2EGuK) + (EGkk - GKEK).

8. Case 2. y2G„„ — 2yG„x4-Gxx = 0. In this case, the above equation must

then be an identity in y so that

Guu = Gujt = Grk = GuGxu = GkEr = 0,
(21)

GuiGxx - Eu) = 0,     GK(GxK - Eu) - GuEK = 0.

If GuAO, these equations become equivalent to the equations

Guu = GuK = Gkk = Gxu = Er — 0,

(22) ».-«.. o.
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On the other hand if G„ = 0, then GkAO. For otherwise G would contain x

only. Hence from (21), we again obtain the preceding equations. Thus in all

cases we have the above conditions.

The equations (22) show that G and H are given by expressions of the

forms
G = eou + aK + c,

(23)
H = axu + X,

where c0 is a constant and (a, c, X) are functions of x only. The equation (19)

then becomes

(24) ß = - a [60(U +       + C1 + [y(aiK + Cx) + (a*U + X)1

L     a — e0y     J    L a — e0y J

Finally substituting the above into the last of equations (15), we find that

the terms containing a disappear, and we find the identity

(25) y(axxK 4- cxx) + (axxu + X.) = 0.

From this we find axx = cxx=\x = 0. Therefore a = aoX-\-bo, c = —cax — do, X =Xo,

where (oo, bo, Co, do, Xo) are constants. Hence a and ß satisfy the single relation

(26) a(eoZ — cox — do) — ß(e0y — aox — b0) + (coy — floz — X0) = 0.

Let us first of all consider the case where e0 = 0 and a0 — 0. Then since G

is not a function of x only, we see by (23) that boAO. In the above equation,

we may then divide by bo and so take b0 = i. The above then becomes

(27) ß = a(cQx + do) - (c0y - X0).

If c0 = 0, the lines of force lie in the family of parallel planes z=Xo*4-^oy

4-const. These fields of force then come under the Type (I) of our Fundamen-

tal Theorem.

Next let Co AO. Apply the translation

(28) X = x 4- do/co,      Y = y - XoAo,     Z = z

to the equation (27). Thence we have the relation 73 =c0(AX— Y), where

(1, A, 73) are the direction numbers of the line of force acting at the point

(X, Y, Z). The lines of force are then orthogonal to the system of <»2 curves

(29) dX/Y = dY/- X = CodZ/l.

Integrating the preceding equations, we find

(30) X = ro cos co{Z - Zo),      Y = ro sin co{Z - Z0),

where r0 and Z0 are the two constants of integration. These are then a system

of oo2 helices with the same axis whose equations are in the old coordinate

system x= —do/co, y=Xo/co and with the same period Irr/co. Therefore the
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fields of force for the case c0A0 come under the Type (II) of our Funda-

mental Theorem.

Next suppose that Co = 0buto07^0. We can divide (26) by a0 and therefore

do can be taken to be unity. Hence (26) may be written in the form

(So \ z — coy
-+ co) +--
x — Xo       /          x —

(31) C°y + X°
Xo

If 5o = 0, the lines of force lie in the pencil of planes with axis x=Xo,

z = c0y— X0. These fields of force come under the Type (I) of our Fundamental

Theorem.

Next consider the case where So AO. Let us apply the rigid motion

Soco y + coz z - c0y + X0
(32) X = x — Xo -\->       Y =-;     Z =-

1 + c2 (1 + 4)1/2 (1 + c2)1'2

to our equation (31). We find that it can be written in the form

(33) (1 + c\)XB = SoA + (1 + Co)Z,

where (1, A, 73) are the new direction numbers of the line of force acting at the

point (X, Y, Z). The lines of force must therefore be orthogonal to the °°2

curves defined by

(34) dX/Z = (1 + c\)dY/So = dZ/- X.

Integrating, we find the m2 helices

(1 + Co) (1 4- Co)
(35) X = r0cos--(F-Fo),      Z = r0 sin- (F - F0),

5g So

where r0 and F0 are the constants of integration. These are a system of °o2

helices with the same axis x=xo— Saco/(l-\-cl), z = cay— X0, and the same pe-

riod 2ir5o/(14-cS). Thus these fields of force come under the Type (II).

Finally let us consider the case where eoAO. Upon dividing (26) by Co,

we may then take eo to be unity. It is found that (26) may be written in the

form

(36) (a — ao)(z — Co* — do) — (/3 — c0)(y — aox — Jo) = Fo.

If Eo = 0, this means that the lines of force all lie in a pencil of planes with

axis y=a<>x-\-bo, z = coX-\-do. These fields of force come under the general

Type (I).
We next discuss the case where EoAO. Let Ri be the rigid motion

tvn     z, . v     * + a^y ~ *o)       v     so* - (y - bp)(37) Ri.Xi =->     Fi =->     Zi = z — d0;
(l + a2)1'2 (14-ap1'2
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and let Ra be the second rigid motion

2 1/2
(1 + a0)   Xi + CoZi CqEq

X = --,      Y=Y1 +
(1 + a? + c2)1'2 (1 + + a\ + c2)

(38) 2 1/2 o
— C0.X1 + (1 + ao)  Zi aoFo

Z=      (l + a' + cp1'2       + [(l + ap^ + ^+c2)]!'2"

Upon applying the product i? = i?2Pi of these two rigid motions to (36), we

find that it becomes

(39) YB = ZA + £0/(l + aa+ c\),

where (1, A, 73) are the new direction numbers of the line of force acting at

the point (X, Y, Z). Therefore the lines of force are orthogonal to the system

of oo2 curves given by

(40) (1 4- a\ 4- c\)dX/E0 = dY/Z = dZ/- Y.

The integration of these yield

2 2 2 2
(1 4- ö0 4- c0) (1 4- <io 4- co)

(41) Y = r0cos —-(Z -Z0), Z = r0sin^- (X - X0),
Eo Eo

where ro and Xo are the constants of integration. This is a family of oo2 helices

with the same axis whose equations are in the original coordinate system

2 2
y = a0x + bo + c0£o/(l + ao+ c0),

(42) . 2 2
z — Cox 4" d0 — a0Eo/(l + a0 + Co),

and with the same period 2tt£0/(14-Oo4-c^). Thus these fields of force come

under the general Type (II) of our Fundamental Theorem.

9. The case where y2Guu — 2yGUK+GKKA0. Substitute the value of fi as

given by (19) into the last of equations (15). We obtain the quadratic equa-

tion in a

GKyGuu - GMJC)«2 + G[2(yGx 4- H){GuK - yGuJ

4- (Gk - yG„) {(GxK - Hu) - 2yGxu) ]«
(43)

4- (Gk - yGu)\yGxx + Hx) - (yGx + H)2(Guk - yGuu)

- (Gk - yGu)(yGx + H) [(GxK - Hu) - 2yGx„] = 0.

Now substitute the value of a as given by (20) into the preceding equa-

tion. The elimination leads to a polynomial of the seventh degree in y which

must be identically zero. Setting the coefficient of y7 equal to zero, we find

2   2 2

(44) G GuGUu(pxxGuu — Gxu) = 0.
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We shall prove that G„u = 0. Assume the contrary. By (44), it then follows

since GUuA0 that the surface G = G(x, u) in the space with cartesian coordi-

nates (x, u, G) is developable. Hence G is given parametrically by the equa-

tions

G = fir, K) -f Mr, K)(u - r),

x = g(r, K) + ir(r, K){u - r),

where the subscript t denotes partial differentiation with respect to t only.

The second equation defines r as a function of x and u only (provided that

grrAQ). Its partial derivatives and also those of G are

.... tx =  l/grr(w - t), r„ =  - gr/grr(u ~ t) )

(46)
GX = frr/grr, G„ = fr ~ grfrr/grf

Next the function a as defined by (20) must satisfy the differential equa-

tion aK—yctu- Substituting this value of a into it, we discover a polynomial

of the sixth degree in y which must be identically zero. Upbn setting the coeffi-

cient of y5 equal to zero, we find

Substituting (45) and (46) into the preceding equation, we find that it

becomes

^   ^ du ^Ggr)

The expansion of this yields the fact that/TgrT—/TTgT = 0. By (46) this means

that Gu = 0. This contradiction shows that in all cases G„„ = 0.

Since Guu = 0, we find upon substituting the value of a as given by (20)

into (43) a polynomial of the sixth degree in y which must be identically

zero. Upon setting the coefficient of y* equal to zero, we obtain

(49) 3G2gIgIuGuK = 0.

We shall prove that Gxu = 0. Suppose the contrary so that GxuA0. Then

G„x = 0 and GkkAO. Therefore upon substituting the value of a as given by

(20) into (43), we discover a polynomial of the fifth degree in y which must

be identically zero. Upon placing the coefficient of y6 equal to zero, we find

(50) 2Gg'gL = 0.

This is a contradiction of the fact that Gxu^O. Hence in all cases Guu = GIU = 0.

Under these conditions, we now find from (20) that a is given by the

equation
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G(- 2yGUK + Gkk)<* = y*(GjGxK - 2GIGuJr - G„fl„)

(51) + yiGtGKK - GkGxK + GKfl„ + GUHK - 2HGuK)

+ (HGkk - GkBk).

Substitute (51) into (43). We obtain a polynomial of the fifth degree in y.

The leading coefficient must be zero so that

(52) AG^Ig^uk = 0.

10. Case 3. Gix5^0. In this case, we find from the preceding equation that

Gujr = 0. Upon eliminating a from (51) and (43), we obtain a quadratic equa-

tion in y which is identically zero. Upon placing the coefficient of y2 equal to

zero, we determine

(53) (Gxk - flu)2 - G„GKk.

Next upon placing the value of a as given by (51) into the differential

equation «x—yau = 0, we obtain a cubic equation in y which is an identity.

Upon setting the leading term equal to zero, we discover in conjunction with

(53) and the other conditions that

a VG„(GxK - ffOT   ^ |-GuG„-j _

dul     GGkk     J ömLG^GkJ

Carrying out the differentiation, we discover that G« = 0. Therefore G de-

pends upon x and K only.

The equations (20) and (43) become in this case

GGkkoc = y[GxGkk - Gx(Gxx - Hu)] + (HGkk - GKHK),

G(GxK - Hu)a = y[Gx(GxK - Hu) - GkGxx] + [H{GxK - Hu) - GKHX],

where, of course, G = G(x, K) only, GkkAO, and GxxA0.

Eliminating a from these two equations, we obtain a linear equation in y

which must be identically zero. Also using the fact that a as defined by the

first of the preceding equations satisfies the equation ax=ya«, we find that in

totality G and H must satisfy the four partial differential equations

(GXK — flu)2 = GxxGkK, Hk(GiK — flu) = HJjkKi

(56) GxGkk - GK{GxK - flu) = GGKK(aK + b),

HGkk - GKHK = GGXK(a« + c),

where (a, b, c) are functions of x only. We shall now consider this system of

partial differential equations.

In the first place, it is noted that by solving the first of equations (56)

for Hu, the expression Ü« is independent of u. Hence H is linear integral in u

with coefficients functions of (x, K) only.
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Integrating the last of equations (56) and using the fact that H is linear

integral in u, we see that H is given by an expression of the form

(57) H = (au + c)(G - KGK) + GK(du + /),

where d and / are functions of x only.

Substituting this value of H into the third of equations (56) and integrat-

ing the result with respect to K, we find that G must satisfy the first order

partial differential equation

(58) G. = (aK + b)(G - KGK) + GK(dK + g),

where g is a function of x only.

By equations (19), (55), (56), (57), and (58), we find that a and ß are

given by

(59) a = az +. by + c,      ß = dz + gy + f,

where, of course, (a, b, c, d, g,f) are functions of x only.

Now by the last of the equations (13), we find that since GkkAO, the func-

tions a and ß must satisfy the two first order partial differential equations

(60) ax + aav + ßa. = 0,      ßx + <xßv + ßß, = 0.

Substituting (59) into these equations, we obtain two linear equations in y

and z which must be identically zero. Thus we obtain the equations

ax + a(b + d) = 0,    bx + Ö2 + ag = 0,   cx + bc+af= 0,

dx + d* + ag = 0,   gx + g(b + d) = 0,  fx+cg + df= 0.

Next substituting (57) into the second of equations (56), we have upon

equating the coefficients of w

aGx = [a(aK - d) - ax](G - KGK) + GK[d{aK - d) - dx],

cGx = [a(cK - f) - cx](G - KGK) + GK[d(cK - /) - /.].

Eliminating Gx from (58) and (62), we find upon making use of (61) and the

fact that GkkAO that a must be a constant.

Therefore by (61) either a or (b-\-d) is zero. We shall divide these possi-

bilities into various cases.

First let a = oo ft0. Thence by (61), we have d= —b= —bo where bo is con-

stant. From (61), we also have

(63) g = — bl/ao,   c = cox + cu  f = — (l/a0)[c0 + b0(c0x + ci)],

where (ao, bo, Co, Ci) are constants. Substituting these into (59), we find that

a and ß are given by

(64) a = aoz + boy + Cox + Ci,      ß = — (l/ao)(Joa + cö).
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The lines of force are therefore the straight lines

(65) öoz + boy + cox + Ci = Xo,     y = Xo* + uo,

where (Xo, no) are the constants of integration. Since the straight lines are in

the parallel pencil of planes given by the first of the preceding equations, this

type comes under Type (I) of our Fundamental Theorem.

Next consider the case where a = 0 but bAO and dAO. By equations (61),

b = l/(x - xo),         d = l/(x - xi),         c = - y0/(a; - x0),
(66)

g = go/(x - Xo)(x - xi),   f = - yogo/(x - Xo)(x - xi) - Zo/(x - Xi),

where (x0, Xi, yo, go, Zo) are constants. Substituting these into (59), we discover

that a and ß are given by

y - y0 ,      go(y - yo)
(67) a = —-!       ß =

x — Xo x — Xi     (x — xö)(x — Xi)

The lines of force are again the straight lines

(68) y — yo = X0(* — x0),      z — Zo + goXo = uo(x — xi),

where (X0, Mo) are the constants of integration. Since the straight lines are in

the pencil of planes given by the first of the preceding equations, this type

comes under Type (I) of our Fundamental Theorem.

Let us now examine the case where a = b = 0 but dAO. By equations (61),

,*a\       j        1 80 t        Cog"x + Zo
(69) d =-j      g =->      c = Co,      f =-•

x — Xo x — Xo x — Xo

From (59), we find a = c0, ß= [(z — z0)+go(y — Cox)]/(x — Xo). The lines of force

are then the straight lines

(70) y = cox + Xo,      z — zo + goX0 = uo(x — *o).

These are straight lines parallel to the plane y — cox and intersecting the

straight line x = Xo, z= — goy+Zo+c0go*o. These come under the Type (I) of

our Fundamental Theorem.

Again let us examine the case where a =d = 0 but bAO. By equations (61),

(71) b =-,   g =-,   c =-,   /=-h/o,
X — Xo X — Xo X — Xo X — Xo

where (xo, yo, go, fo) are constants. The functions a and ß are given by

<x = (y—yo)/(x — x0), ß=fo+gooi. The lines of force are the straight lines

(72) y — y0 = X0(* — x0),      z = (Jo + go\o)x + no-

These straight lines are in the pencil of planes given by the first of the above

equations. Thus we have again the Type (I) of our Fundamental Theorem.
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Finally let a = b = d = 0. By (61), we find that c and g are constants. The

functions a and ß are

(73) a = Co,      ß = go(y - cox) + /0,

where (co, go, /o) are constants. The lines of force are the straight lines

(74) y = cox 4- Xo,      z = (g0Xo + fo)x + uo.

These straight lines are in the parallel pencil of planes given by the first of

the above equations. Thus these come under the Type (I) of our Fundamental

Theorem.

Thus the full discussion of Case 3 demonstrates that we have but special

cases of the Type (I) of our Fundamental Theorem.

11. All the remaining cases are such that

(75) Gxx — GXu — Gut» = 0.

Under these conditions, substitute the value of a as given by (51) into

(43). The result is a polynomial of the fourth degree in y which is an identity.

The leading term is zero so that we find

(76) G^IGukKGxk - flu)' 4- 4H£uk] = 0.

12. Case 4. GukA0. Upon substituting (76) into (43), we find that (43)

becomes a perfect square. Upon solving this perfect square for a, we find

(77) 2GGuKcc = (GxK - fl„)(Gjc - yG„) 4- 2Gujr(yG, 4- H).

Upon eliminating a between (51) and (77), we obtain a quadratic equation

in y which must be an identity. Upon setting all the various coefficients equal

to zero, we obtain the two partial differential equations in G and H

(GxK - flu)2 4- *HxGuK = 0,
(78)

Gkk(Gxk - flu) 4- 2HkGuK = 0.

Next the value of a as given by (77) must satisfy the equation ax=yau.

Therefore it follows that

- Gu(GlK - flu) 4- 2G,Gux = 2GGvK(aK + b),
(79)

Gk(Gxk ~ flu) 4- 2flGux = 2GGuK(au 4- c),

where (a, b, c) are functions of x only. We can solve the preceding two equa-

tions for (Gxk — Hu) and H obtaining the relations

GxK-H„ = 2-^-^(aK+b),

(80) G" G"
GGk                  G zGk

H = G(au 4- c) 4-(aK + b) - ■-
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Eliminating H from these two equations, we find

GxK — aG — Gu(au + c) — Gk(gK + b)

(81) 4- —(**4-*)- —= 0.

Gu Gu

Differentiating this partially with respect to u, we find — 2aGu = 0. Hence in

all cases we have a = 0.

Upon substituting a = 0, we can solve (81) for c. Substituting this value of

c in (80), we obtain the following expressions

2

Guc = (GvGxk — GxGuk) + b(GGuk — GuGk),
(82) 2

GUH = G(GuGxk — GxGuk) — GxGJjk + bG?Guk.

This value of H will of course satisfy the second of equations (78). Upon sub-

stituting this value of H into the first of equations (78), we find

(83) b2 + bx = 0.

Let us first of all consider the case where b = Q. We know that in all cases

G is given by the expression

(84) G = xl(K) -f um(K) + n(K),

where (I, m, n) are functions of K only. From the first of equations (82), we

discover that c(x) = (iKm — lm^/m2. Therefore c = c0 and 1= (coK+Ci). The

functions G and H are then given by

G = m[(coK 4- ci)x 4- u] + n,

H = coG - (c0K + Cl)GK.

Substituting these into the equation (77) defining a and into the equation (19)

defining ß, we discover that a = c0 and ß = ci. Thus the field of force is of the

parallel type as given by Type (III) in our Fundamental Theorem.

Next consider the case where bAO. From (83), we find that b = l/(x — x0),

where *0 is a constant. By the first of equations (82), we find upon using (84)

that

x0d(l/m)/dK 4- d(n/m)/dK
(86) c(x) =-——-

(x — xo)

From this, we deduce that

c = — yo/(x — xo),      n = — xol + (yoK — z0)m,

(87) G = l(x — xo) + m(u + y0K — z0),

m2H = G(mlK — lmK) — ImGk + niKG2/(x — x0).
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Substituting these into the equation (77) defining a and into the equation (19)

defining ß, we find

(88) a= (y- y„)/(* ~ *o),      ß = (z - z„)/(s - *o).

Thus in this case we have the general central fields of force yielding the Type

(III) of our Fundamental Theorem.

13. Case 5. Guk = 0. In this case the equation (51) defining a now assumes

the form

GGkkcc = y*G«(GxK - Hu) 4- yfcsG/rx 4- GUHK - GK{GxK - Hu)\

4- (HGkk - GkEk).

The equation (43) becomes

(90) G(GxK - Eu)a = - HX(GK - yGu) + (yGx + H)(GxK - Hu).

Assume GuA0. Upon eliminating a from the preceding two equations, we

obtain a quadratic equation in y which is an identity. Upon setting the vari-

ous coefficients equal to zero, we find

(91) GxK - Hu = 0,      Hx = 0.

If Gu = 0, we discover upon eliminating a a linear equation in y which must

be identically zero. Upon setting the coefficients equal to zero, we find that

the equations (91) are valid whether GuAO or Gu = 0.

By (91), it follows that H is given by

(92) H = ulK + f(K).

By (84) and (89), we find that, since a must satisfy the equation aR =yau,

G and H must satisfy the two equations

IGkk + mHK = GGkk(aK + b),

(93)
HGkk — GKHK = GGkk(<iu + c),

where (a, o,c) are functions of x only.

Observe that GUK=ntK = 0. Hence m=m0, a constant. Substituting (84)

and (92) into the preceding equations, we find

IQkkX + nKK) 4- m0(ulKK + /k) = (lx + mau + n)(lKKX + Hkk)(aK 4- b),

(94)    (ulK + J)(Ikkx 4- nKR) - {uIrk 4- /k)QkX + nK)

= (lx + mm 4- n)(lKKX 4- nRK)(au + c).

The preceding equations must be identities in u. Upon setting the coeffi-

cient of m2 in the last of the above equations equal to zero, we find

amo(lKKX+nKK) =0. Since GKK = lKKX+nKKA0, we discover that am0 = 0.

We shall prove that a = 0. For suppose this is not so. Since a AO, it follows

by the preceding paragraph that iwo = 0. Upon setting the coefficient of the
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first degree term in u of the last of the equations (94) equal to zero, we find

(95) iKfiKK — IkkUk = a(lx + n)(lKKX 4- »xx).

If Ikk AO so that I AO, it follows from this that the ratio n/l is constant

(since a must be a function of x only). But this will make the left-hand side

of the preceding equation zero and hence a = 0. This contradiction shows that

Ikk = 0.

Since Ikk = 0, it follows that nKxA0 since Gkk =IkkX+iikkA0. The equa-

tion (95) may then be written as

(96) Ik = a{lx + »).

Now if Ik AO, we see from this equation that Ik/I must be constant. Hence

since Ikk = 0 and Ik/I is constant, it follows that Ik = 0. It therefore follows

that a—0. This is impossible so that in all cases we have proved that a = 0.

Since a — 0, we find that the equations (94) are equivalent to

Ikk = Qkkx -f nkk)b,

1(Ikkx + nKK) 4- mofK = (lx + n){lKKX + nKK)b,

iKnKK — IkkHk = m0(lKKX 4- nKK)c,

J(Ikkx -f nKK) — /k(Ikx + nK) = (lx + n)(lKKX + nKK)c.

First let us consider the case where m0 = 0 and 1 = 0 so that nKKA0. From

the preceding equations, we find

(98) b = 0,      nnKKC = fnKK - /kMjc.

Thus the quantity c must be a constant c0. Integrating the above differential

equation, we find

(99) / = c0» — c0KnK + citiK,

where c0 and Ci are constants. By (89), (92), (93), and (19), we find that a = c0

and ß = Ci. Therefore this case yields a parallel field of force and belongs to

the Type (III).
Next let us consider the case where wo = 0 and I AO. From the first three

of the equations (97), we find

(100) nlKK — lnKK = 0,      nKlKK — I^kk = 0.

Since Ikk and «k are both not zero, it follows from these equations that

lnR — m/k = 0. Since I AO, we find that n= —xqI where xo is a constant. The

equations (97) may be written as

(101) ft-_L_,   c, w-frfr ,
x — Xo Ukk(x — Xo)

Of course Ikk AO since Gkk = Ikk(x — xQ)A0. Since c is a function of x only,

we then find
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(102) IrkJ - Ik/k = - yollKK,

where yo is a constant. The integration of this yields

(103) / = - y0l + lK(yoK - z0).

By (89), (92), and (19), we find

(104) a = (y - yo)/(z - *o),      ß = (z - z0)/(x - x0).

Thus we obtain the central fields of force and these belong to the Type (III).

Finally we discuss the case where mo AO. The equations (97) are then

equivalent to

Ikk = (IkkX + nkk)b,

(105) Ikiikk — Ikkiik = nto(lkkx + nkk)c,

niof -   nlK — lnK.

If Ikk = 0 so that l = l0K+h, then hkkA0. Hence b = 0, c = l0/m0,

G = (loK + h)x + ntou + n(K), and H = ku + (l/mo)[nh — tik(IoK + h)].

The values of a and ß are then

(106) a = lo/nto,      ß = — h/m0.

Thus we have the parallel fields of force of the Type (III).

Finally let Ikk AO. By the first of equations (105), we see that tikk/Ikk

is constant. The integration of this yields

(107) n — — xol 4- m0yoK — moz0,

where (xo, yo, Zo) are constants. The equations (105) are then equivalent to

b = l/(x — xo),      c = — y0/(x — xo),

f - hiyoK — zo) — yol.

By (89), (92), (93), and (19), we find

(109) a = (y - y0)/(x - x0),      ß = (z - Zo)/{x - x0).

Thus the final case belongs to the Type (III).

14. Conclusion. Our Fundamental Theorem has been completely proved.

In conclusion, it is noted that the three distinct types of our theorem may be

characterized in the following way. They are those families of dynamical tra-

jectories whose oos curves can be analyzed into a series of sets, each set con-

taining oo4 curves, in such a way that one of the sets will generate the others

by the simple process of multiplication of curvatures described above.
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